
“Hidden Secrets of Holt Island” is a video 
compilation of highlights from our trail cameras. 
It’s available to view on YouTube here: https://
youtu.be/sKLZII0NqG8 and is highly 
recommended, featuring “our” swan pair and 
their cygnets, muntjac, fox, badger, otter, green 
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This year’s annual general meeting was held on 19th July at the Free Church, St Ives. Tim Reed, our 
chair, summarised our activities over the previous year. His summary is set out below.

Like the Island’s swans, as we progress towards agreed goals there is an awful lot of unseen work 
below the surface to get us there. That we are progressing on a whole series of fronts is down to the 
Committee, and to the Friends that support us.

The wooden boardwalk is our very own Forth Road Bridge: no sooner have we repaired one bit, then 
we start all over again. With an expected life of 10-12 years per board,  there is a steady demand for 
funds. After talking to NGOs and Statutory Conservation Bodies locally and nationally, about their 
experiences, and financial modelling of costs for the next 50 years, the best long-term option is 
non-maintenance fibregrid - with a 40-50+ year lifespan. We have opted to trial a 10% length of 
boardwalk this year, and if successful our fund-raising sub-committee will seek more substantive 
future funding.

Donations have come from a variety of sources, including Rotary. To all donors, we give our thanks.

As a nature reserve, it is important that we know what occurs where, and when, so that data-based 
decisions can be made for future site management. We have been  mapping birds and bats, and 
other groups, including plants. In 2022 we recorded 8 out of the UK’s 18 bat species.

With a sound baseline, HDC and the Friends can begin to make science-based management 
decisions. These include a trial cutting of two blocks of the reedbed to see if it can be reinvigorated.

The management plan draft completed in 2022 has now 
been adopted by HDC. We look forward to working with 
HDC to refine the plan, so that the future management 
activities of the site are clear, and monitored, to allow the 
site to move into a sustainable future.

The island has hosted a range of visits, including schools, 
Rotary and Family Fun Days and Heritage Open Days. As ever, 
these have been smoothly run by Jill Burt and her team.

We are fortunate to have access to high calibre imagery for 
the site. This includes drone imagery of the Island across the 
seasons, and  photos from an extensive set of periodic 
camera traps showing otters, water rails and water voles; 
species known to be 
about, but seen by only 
one or two Friends.

I think I was in short trousers when Steve Moller joined the 
Friends Committee. His mechanical and practical skills and wise 
counsel have greatly helped the Friends over the years, and it is 
with great regret to note that he is standing down. We thank 
Steve for all of his help, and wish him all of the best in the 
future.

Tim Reed, Chair

After the formal part of the meeting we enjoyed “Hidden 
Secrets of Holt Island” (see box) followed by a most interesting 
talk given by Keith Grimwade, a local historical geographer, on 
the topic of Holt Island’s landscape history.
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Judith Arnold (Countryside Manager 
HDC) presents Tim with a Certificate of 
Recognition for our Management Plan 
Photo: HC

Tim presenting Steve with his gift 
from the committee – a framed aerial 
photo of the Island. Photo: HC

woodpecker and water rail amongst other 
species. Also featuring a particularly feisty 
squirrel!

With many thanks to Nigel Sprowell and Kevin 
Loader for watching all the footage and 
compiling the highlights.



THE SHEILA DAY MEMORIAL ALDER

ST IVES ROTARY CLUB

We were delighted to host St Ives Rotary Club for their 
annual visit being part of their “Tea Party” event for local 
care homes.

It was a beautiful sunny day and some 50 visitors were 
escorted around the Island. Rotarians accompanied carers 
and residents from Field Lodge Care Home, Rheola Care 
Home and St Ives Dementia Group.  

They all seemed to enjoy the visit, especially the new 
element of the boardwalk which provided a smooth entry 
and departure.

Tim, Nigel, Julian and Basil represented the Friends.

Sadly, Life Member 
Sheila Day, a 
passionate advocate 
of the island, passed 
away in December 
2021. She had already 
donated a large bench 
to the reserve (see The 
Islander 46), sited 
under the Ash tree at 
the backwater end of 
our central meadow  
- ‘I want it to be big 
enough for a whole 
family to sit on’ –  she 
had told me firmly, 
and we subsequently 
learned she had 
bequeathed us a 
generous donation to 
our funds.

Photo: Nigel Sprowell

I had kept in touch with 
the family and they asked 
if it would be possible for 
a memorial tree to be 
planted in recognition of 
her close relationship 
with the reserve. This we 
would not normally do, 
but in the circumstances 
we felt it was 
appropriate, and so a 
bare root Alder was 
ordered from a tree 
nursery and planted in 
January this year. 
Conditions were not ideal – we had just experienced a 
flood – but thanks to volunteers Julian and Adrian the job 
was done amid the mud. We chose the Alder as a species 
that likes to get its feet wet – good job we did! It also 
usefully produces a host of small cones that produce seeds 
particularly liked by Siskins and other finches throughout 
the winter.

And, in May, representatives of the family, Janet and Carey 
Widdows from Reading, plus Sheila’s devoted carer 
Maryann Mwalwaka from Norwich, and local historian and 
poet Andrea Porter, arrived to view the tree. We raised a 
glass to Sheila, and 
reminisced about 
her and her family’s 
connection with the 
town. Three 
generations of Days 
were Town Clerks 
for example, and 
the name lives on 
through Leeds Day 
solicitors.

Ian Jackson

The photographs show the heroic efforts 
needed to plant the Alder, plus the visiting 
group at the first viewing.  
Photos: Ian Jackson



OUR FIRST DAWN CHORUS WALK

We couldn’t have asked for a more perfect May day. Blue 
sky beckoned, not a breath of wind, and the view across 
the river from the ‘Knight’ bench was just idyllic as 
Hemingford Meadow shimmered with gold as the 
buttercups reached their peak.

It was Linda and Keith Knight, Life members of the Friends, 
who came up with the idea. ‘Why don’t you organise a 

fundraiser walk to help us identify all the singing birds on 
the island? We’ll provide the breakfast!’ It was the breakfast 
offer that was the clincher. We recruited a local RSPB 
ornithologist, Dr Will Peach, to be one guide, and our own 
legendary photographer Committee Member, Nigel 
Sprowell, agreed, after some arm twisting, to be the other. 
We gave Members the first opportunity to come along, and 
then opened it up to the public via Facebook. On the day 
16 sleepy-eyed guests arrived at 6 am on our bridge (one 
disappointed lady sent apologies for oversleeping).

Two groups of eight then set off in different directions at a 
very slow pace round the boardwalk, with heads tilted 
upwards and ears at full stretch. They were not 
disappointed, and although some birds felt it was still a bit 
cool to sing lustily, the following obliged: Dunnock; Stock 
Dove, Collared Dove and Wood Pigeon; Robin; Blackbird; 
Song Thrush; the tits – Blue, Great and Long-tailed; Wren; 
Reed Bunting; Goldfinch; Reed Bunting; plus the warblers - 

Blackcap; Garden, Cettis’; and Reed. Oh and a Swift 
screaming overhead. Meanwhile, I sat it out on a bench 
near The Holt waiting for the food to arrive on time - 
important job. I was not bored. I too gazed upwards and 
was entertained by a male and female Great Spotted 
Woodpecker tirelessly flitting back and forth. They were 
feeding their obviously hungry brood in a large hole high 
up in a big, pollarded willow. (See photos below).

Eventually the 
two groups of 
birders 
reappeared, 
still hanging 
on every word 
from Will and 
Nigel, but also 
now also 
sniffing the air 
– it was time 
for breakfast. 
And bang on 
cue James and 
Sarah from 
the mobile 
catering firm 
Boxed Events 
arrived, and 
quickly set up 
station on the 
picnic bench. 
Hot bacon and 
veggie sausage 
rolls with tea 
and coffee went down a treat. (www.boxedevents.co.uk)

Our thanks go to Linda Knight for the idea, Keith Knight’s 
son James for the breakfast, and to our experts Will and 
Nigel. The consensus was we should do it again! Let us 
know if you would like to join a waiting list!

Ian Jackson

View from the ‘Knight’ bench Photo: Ian Jackson

Photo: Ian Jackson

James and Sarah from Boxed Events set up the 
breakfast Photo: Ian Jackson

GREAT SPOTTED 
WOODPECKER  
Dendrocopos major

Female Great Spotted 
Woodpecker and 
young on the 
pollarded willow.

Juveniles have a full 
red cap. Adult males 
can be distinguished 
from adult females by 
the red patch on the 
back of the head. In 
spring the male drums 
with its beak on wood to proclaim ownership of its 
territory. The great forces created by this drumming don’t 

harm the bird as it has a specially adapted shock 
absorbing skull. Did you 
know that the woodpecker’s 
physiology has inspired black 
box design? 

Photos: Nigel Stillwell
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RANGER’S REPORT
In September and October our practical volunteers carried out 
six work parties, equating to around 295 hours of work. Our 
Friends’ committee and volunteers carried out around 190 
hours of work.

Much of our time has been spent installing Fibregrid (a 
replacement material for the wooden boards on the 
boardwalk). We have completed the section between the 
upper passing place and the interpretation board passing 
place (approx. 47m), and also the ramp to and veranda of the 
Holt. Fibregrid is a composite product with an extended life 
(40yrs +) that is based on glass reinforced plastic (GRP) and 

resins. It is waterproof and maintenance free.  

Some of the beams (part of the original installation) 
supporting the Holt are starting to show signs of decline and 
will be monitored.

Grass has been mown when rain allowed on work party days. 
Six of the memorial benches have been treated so far this 
season.

Work will be starting on the willow tunnel shortly. The 
cuttings will be used to replant the fedge along the grass 
path.

Mute Swan Cygnus olor. Female photographed on 
the Island at the end of May with her clutch of eggs. 
This female was ringed as a juvenile in July 2014 in  
St Ives. She has been breeding with the same mate 
on the Island for at least the last 3 years. 
Photo: Nigel Stillwell

Long-tailed Tit Aegithalos caudatus. 
Photographed in May. Despite their name they 
are not closely related to other tits (such as Blue 
and Great) commonly seen on the Island. They 
build a domed nest made from moss, lichen, 
spider silk and over a thousand feathers. Nest 
failure is a frequent occurrence due to high 
predation. When this happens the male and 
female, rather than attempting to breed again, 
may split and each help at the nest of another, 
usually related, pair. Photo: Nigel Stillwell

Available NOW !  2024 Calendar  Featuring wildlife and scenic views  of Holt Island 

This is part of our vital fund-raising campaign to replace our  

wooden boardwalk with a Fibre Grid alternative. This will ensure that the  

Island can remain open to the public for many years  to come. Please contact Jill Burt  07796 326931          jillburt@btinternet.com 

£8.00  Free local delivery or £2.00 p/p 

We are again running our ADOPT-a-BOX scheme for 
the thirteenth year. ADOPT-a-BOX makes a 
wonderful present for a loved one or a birthday. 
We provide a certificate along with a photo of the 
box and a map of its position. We send an interim 
and final report giving details of all boxes and their 
success, and we aim to do a guided walk for adopters.
Please send your donations of £10 per box to: Julian Limentani, 4 Links Way, 
St Ives, Cambs PE27 6DW or membership@holtisland.org. Details of our 
bank account can be sent if requested. A downloadable form is available 
from our website here: https://www.holtisland.org/index.php/adoptabox


